INTRODUCTION
In the last decade there has been mounting evidence that the crust in general and fault zones in particular are heterogeneous on many scale lengths. Interevent distance statistics of global earthquakes [Kagan, 1991 ] Since the constitutive laws of inherently discrete systems do not contain a critical slip distance, these models are not able to address questions related to crack tip phenomena in faulting and to the nucleation of fault instabilities in the sense of Dieterich [1986] and Tse and Rice [1986] . On the other hand, detailed modeling of observed seismic data in terms of earthquake rupture propagation always requires the use of discrete fault elements such as barriers, asperities, and short-rise-time dislocations [e.g., Aki, 1984; Gusev, 1989; Heaton, 1990] . In addition, the generic response of the class of models with a continuum limit does not account for the spario-temporal complexity of observed fault slip and the related observed frequency-magnitude (FM) statistics of earthquakes [e.g., Rice, 1993] . It thus appears that realistic modeling of the growth of fault instabilities (i.e., the interaction between different sections along the fault) should include some use of discrete fault patches. These are presumably related to geometrical, material, pore pressure, and/or stress heterogeneities along the fault. As noted above, the studies Sacks and Rydelek, 1992] can also be interpreted as resulting from fault zone discreteness, although other explanations (e.g., a transition from brittle failure to creep) exist. We note that the interpretation of the constancy of seismic comer frequency, the strong variation of stress drops, and the flattening of FM curves, for earthquakes in the low-magnitude range, is controversial. Some seismologists [e.g., Anderson, 1986; Hanks, 1992 ] attribute these observations to sampling and recording site effects, while others [e.g., Aki, 1987 ; Rydelek and Sacks, 1989 ] attribute them to the earthquake source. In particular, Rydelek and Sacks [ 1989] and Malin et al. [1989] claim that their earthquake catalogs are complete in the relevant low-magnitude range, and Hough et al. [1992] An important unresolved question is whether the spatiotemporal complexity of fault slip can be attributed purely to fault dynamics or whether nonuniformities in geometry, material properties, or mode of loading are essential for understanding the observed complex fault slip. The cellular automata and block-spring studies mentioned above simulated successfully aspects of the observed complex fault slip using discrete uniform systems governed by strongly nonlinear dynamics. In the present work we attempt to clarify the dynamics of inherently discrete models when stress interactions are controlled by 3-D elasticity. This is done in the context of a particular fault zone, that of the central SAF, so that model simulations could be compared with specific (as opposed to averaged or generic) data. Although the origin of fault slip complexities cannot be fully understood until the inertia-controlled elastodynamics of rupture propagation is included in the modeling, the quasi-static simulations for a fault embedded in a 3-D surrounding continuum, done here and by Rice [1992 Rice [ , 1993 , suggest that strong heterogeneities capable of stopping ruptures of various sizes are probably responsible for the observed complex fault slip.
The cases examined in our work cover varying degrees of model heterogeneity. In the least heterogeneous case, the computational grid has uniform properties and model heterogeneity comes only from the inherently discrete cellular fault structure and the assumed loadings. In more heterogeneous cases, the computational grid contains property variations. Our results show spatio-temporal slip complexities for all cases; however, the calculated displacement field is compatible with geodetic and seismological data from the Parkfield region only when strong property variation is assumed along the fault. The frequency-size (FS) statistics of the simulated failure episodes are self-similar for small events with b = 1.2 and b^ • 1, where b and b^ are b values based on magnitude and rupture area, respectively (here and later FS is used as a general reference to statistics based on either earthquake magnitude or rupture area, FM refers to statistics based on earthquake magnitude, and GR refers to power law, i.e., log-log linear, FS statistics). For events larger than a threshold size, however, the simulated FS statistics are strongly enhanced with respect to self-similarity. This is a A related important issue to fault slip complexities is the affinity of fault heterogeneity to "characteristic" earthquakes and precursory patterns around presently locked asperities. Rice [1993] The evolution of stress and displacement fields in the computational region is calculated using the following quasi-static procedure:
Step 1. Lock the fault by setting everywhere 'el(i, j) = 'Cs, where zf(i, j) is the strength (failure envelope) at cell (i, j). Step 3.1. Calculate 3-D elastic stress '•(i, j) along the fault using equation (3).
Step 3.2. Compare stress '•(i, j) with the failure envelope 'of(i, j). For subset of cells having 'c _> 'of (denoted as the rupture set [ }r) implement steps 3.2.1 -3.2.4'
Step 3. Step 3.2.2. Update displacements [U|r.
Step 3.2.3. Reduce strengths to dynamic levels = {•d}r.
Step 3.2.4. Write output; check exit criteria (number of time steps or analysis years).
Step 3.3. Check the number of elements N in the set { }r. If N > 0, the rupture still propagates; go to step 3.1. If N -0, the fault is at equilibrium; go to step 1.
Steps 3 In an earlier version of our algorithm, each cell whose stress was found to be at or above the failure threshold slipped toward a stress level '•a during the scanning procedure, i.e., step 3.2.1 was done inside step 3.2. In this early version the precise values of stress drops and stress transfers depend on the scanning order, in contrast to the algorithm outlined above. We note, however, that for the choice of parameters used in our study (see next section) the results obtained during trial runs by the different algorithms were essentially the same. Our simulation procedure generates large ruptures as aggregates of small subevents on quasi-independent fault segments, on each of which there are initiation, propagation, and arrest events and possible reinitiations or repeated reinitiations. The most important model parameters are the number and size of grid cells; the location, size, and shape of the asperity, i.e., the distributions of Zs, Zd, and Za; and the recurrence interval and failure timing of the 1857 and 1906 patches. It is interesting to note that the above description of rupture process is similar to what is simulated by the barrier model of Papageorgiou and Aki [ 1983] .
RESULTS

A Circular Crack in a Full Space
In order to test our algorithm we begin with a simple case for which the algorithm-generated slip can be compared with an exact result. A fault surface that is 100-km-long and 100-km (Figure 10a) or a magnitude of about 5 (Figure 10b) the event usually continues to grow to a size that is limited by either the upper layer thickness (,• 17.5 x 17.5 km 2) or the entire model dimensions ( = 70 x 17.5 kin2). That is, ruptures that release more potency than a threshold value are usually unstoppable. The simulated results can be understood in terms of a critical crack area for which the stress concentrated in the border cells of the failed region is uniformly greater than ,rs. This is illustrated in the discussion part of the paper. 14,124 by Rundle [1989] , assuming that events of all size cover the same fault area (similar geometrical argument was used earlier by Kanamori and Anderson [1975] Kagan [1993] emphasizes that the definition of a specific fault is problematic due to the complexity of the crust and the possible circular use of the limited available data. These difficulties, however, should not apply to the regional seismicity data cited above. occurrence of events having a source dimension equal to the width of the seismogenic zone above the magma chamber [Main, 1987] 
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This may be interpreted as the size of a rupture for which the stress concentrated around its perimeter is large enough to cause failure of all the border cells, i.e., an unstoppable rupture. We may expect that the average prestress over a large multicell region, within which failures of small subregions are occurring more or less randomly, will be approximately midway between 'Cs and 'Ca. This argues for p --0.5, or slightly larger since the actual stress at the end of a failure episode is distributed between 'Ca and Unfortunately, it is not easy to substantiate relation (6) by running many models with different cell size. This is because data generated by models using large cells are noisy, while data generated by models having small cells require large computation time. Table 1 
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to the discreteness of fault zone structure and failure of small slip patches by creep. Since the scaling region in our simulations is proportional to h 2 (Table 1) [1975] . For events with about P _< 102 square kilometers times centimeters the results, however, are better described by log (P) •-log(A) + const. We note that our small events are not covered by the data of Aki [1972] and Kanamori and Anderson [1975] . The recent data compilation of Romanowicz [1992] shows that the scaling relation log(P) --(3/2) log(A) + const breaks down also for large strike-slip earthquakes. While the break in the scaling log(P) --(3/2) log(A) + const for large strike-slip earthquakes (rela.ted to the change from b --1 for small events to b = 1.5 for large ones [Rundle, 1989; Pacheco et al., 1992] ) is readily understood as a consequence of a predominantly 1-D rupture propagation for long and narrow faults, we cannot offer an explanation for the scaling log(P) = log(A) + const of our simulated small events.
Our model calculations may be considered as providing a few simple representations of the SAF in central California. The simulated results show an •rregular sequence of Parkfield-type earthquakes and a great diversity in the failure mechanism of the model asperity. We thus suggest that it is unrealistic to expect a complex crustal system like the SAF to produce periodic earthquakes and/or simple precursory patterns repeating from one event to the other. It is possible, however, that precursory patterns do exist in the form of complex, perhaps evolving, combinations of parameters. A useful strategy for earthquake prediction might employ large synthetic data sets, generated over many earthquake cycles and various model realizations, to "train" pattern recognition algorithms. These algorithms may then be applied to real earthquake data [e.g, Keilis-Borok, 1990]. 
